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REVIEW OF THE YEAR

Sarah Evans
Chairman

Review of the year
Last year saw some big changes and big news to report while this year, outwardly at
least, we have changed very little. But appearances can be deceptive: inside, The Society
has been a hive of activity as we continue to work on broadening our appeal, complete
the next phase of our digital strategy, introduce new delivery options for members and
develop our strategy for the next few years.

A broad appeal
In last year’s report I said that we were going to be making some changes to the way we
look and sound to make sure that we appeal to the full spectrum of wine lovers in the UK,
recognising that The Society is seen by many as being old fashioned, dull and stuffy. So we spent
the year experimenting with sections of the membership with different sizes, shapes and style
of offers, using illustrations, different words and, on the whole, less formality. I had quite a post
bag of comments: some of you loved them, some hated them. One member was so incensed
by one of the offers that he thought I should resign. I was able to reply to him that I hadn’t liked
that particular offer either! But most of you understood that we were experimenting and many
gave us constructive comments and feedback, so thank you if that was you.
From all of this we are able to see what whets your appetite and what leaves you cold.
We are looking for a style, appearance and tone that appeals to our current as well as future
potential members, and not just one particular segment of the membership. This year will see
us refining what we do and settling on a new look and tone for our offers. As always, we
welcome your feedback.
Our tasting programme has been enlivened with the introduction of ‘Generation Wine’ events:
less formal walkaround tastings held in trendy venues, showing wines from our range alongside
some of our craft beers and gins, often with music playing and with a later finish time. These
have proved hugely popular and all five events, the largest with a capacity of 450, sold out.
More are planned for this year so if you fancy something a bit different, keep a look out for
them online and in our tastings emails and leaflets.
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We’ve also spent time improving the look and functionality of our website and enhancing its
content. The first thing you will see is a new home page: cleaner, fewer choices. The old home
page was rich with content and choices: cluttered might be a better word for it. That’s ok if you
are familiar with The Society and already know your way around our website. But if you were
new to us, it was pretty daunting. So we’ve stripped it back and, I hope, made it easier to navigate.
We’ve been making a bit of a splash, too, with our ‘Passion Before Profit’ campaign, backed up
by some Wine Society coloured t-shirts. They have gone down rather well on our social media
channels and we are regularly thrilled and amused to be sent pictures of staff and suppliers
sporting them on various occasions around the world. The front cover, for example, shows one
of the Vilafonté team wearing our t-shirt in Paarl, South Africa.

Digital communications
Our new Community pages on the website are for members to pose questions, ask for advice,
make suggestions or even have a grumble, though we hope that there aren’t too many of those.
I spent a happy hour or so catching up on the comments and conversations in the Community
space while writing this review. ‘Community’ sums it up well I think: open conversations between
members with a shared interest or passion, all keen to learn more. Some members of staff are in
the Community in their personal capacity as Society members but they do take comments back
to the business as well if issues or concerns are raised.
We’ve also spent time trying to make the website as easy to use for mobile users as we can.
It’s come a long way and now supports extensive browsing and ordering. The Society is no
different from any online retailer in the incredible growth of orders from mobile devices, so
getting this right is extremely important, though we realise that we have only limited budgets
with which to work. We do have a Wine Society app but as many users have pointed out, it’s
now looking rather tired and outdated. A debate is going on as I write about what investment
we should make in a new app and how this would sit alongside a mobile-enabled website.
So, if you are an app user, please bear with us and watch this space!

Click & Collect
We recognise that not everyone can be at home to take deliveries or have somewhere safe
where our drivers can leave the wine if they are out. This is particularly a problem when you’re at
work or if you live in a town or city. However good our route planning technology is, there’s no
point in offering you a delivery slot during the day if you are not going to be there. So we’ve been
exploring ways to make delivery easier for you. One such way is through ‘Click & Collect’ whereby
we deliver the wine to a safe location close to you for collection at your convenience.
We launched our Click & Collect service in April 2017 and are delighted at your response.
By the end of 2017, 4,700 members had used the service, placing 8,000 orders for 12,500 cases.
For those who don’t know about it, we have an arrangement with specialists Pass My Parcel
which means that we can deliver wine to 3,500 sites in their network around the country.
The majority of members will be less than three miles from one of the collection points.
We are also exploring extending the service by partnering with more organisations to increase
the number of convenient pick-up points.
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Improving the member experience
Every facet of our business has come under scrutiny over the last year to see how we can
make it easier for you to engage with us. We’ve extended this to new members as well by
making the joining process simpler – and more welcoming. Out has gone the stuffy, oldfashioned ‘welcome’ letter which probably did more to put new members off than anything
else! In has come, what I hope you agree is a friendlier, simpler letter of welcome appropriate
for members of any age.
By the time you read this, if a new member signs up on the website or by phone, they will be
able to place an order straightaway rather than wait for the new member box to arrive in the
post. Technology means that we can take payment, verify identity and address etc immediately,
so removing the need for a frustrating gap of several days between signing up as a member and
being able to order.

More en primeur options
And we shouldn’t overlook the improvements that we have made in our wine offering, in
particular through extending the range of wines sold en primeur. This year we offered wines
from Madiran, Barolo & Barbaresco, Rioja, Champagne and South Africa en primeur, as well
as the usual suspects from the Rhône, Bordeaux and Burgundy. These new opportunities
generated more than £1m of sales – a great result which has given us the confidence to explore
more regions whose wines can be sold in this way.

The AGM: get involved
The AGM is the opportunity for you to meet with the Committee and the Executive team
en masse and to hold us to account for The Society’s performance and how you perceive it
generally. We present the report and accounts for the year and answer members’ questions.
Turnout is always good – the envy of most businesses – and we love to see so many members
taking part. We are keen that the AGM also moves with the times and that we refresh it and
make it as relevant as we can. The Rules stipulate the items that must be covered – such as
approval of co-optees and Committee honoraria – but beyond that we can be quite flexible
about what we include. Over the next few years we plan to evolve the AGM to make it less
corporate and distant, making better use of technology to share with you more of the stories
of the business and the people within it. We’ll make a modest start this year.
Every year, more of you ask questions than we have time for so this year we are going to
encourage you to pose questions in advance. They will all be answered, either at the AGM or
individually in advance. So, if you have a question on any topic related to The Society email
AGMquestions@thewinesociety.com

Financial performance in 2017/18
Trading has been good this year despite the continuing slow growth across the UK.
The number of active members has grown to 141,000, (last year 136,000) and over 16,000
new members joined this year. Regular sales (excluding en primeur) were £84.7m compared
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with £80.6m last year, an increase of 5%. We sold approximately 723k ‘regular’ dozens (last
year 729k) that is wines from the List, offers, website, Showroom, Wine Without Fuss etc.
As prices have inevitably risen with inflation and increases in duty and VAT, and a fall in the
value of sterling, we aren’t able to find quality wines to offer at lower prices and now offer only
around 25 wines at less than £6 per bottle. I know that this has disappointed some members
and some have stopped buying from us as a consequence. Other members now spend a little
more per bottle but are buying slightly fewer bottles. Together, this means that, as we saw last
year, our overall cases per member has fallen a little but the average case price has increased
and this is reflected in the figures above, which show volumes slightly down but revenues up.
It’s hard to find an answer to this: it would be a mistake to compromise on the quality of wine
that we sell and though we don’t profit maximise, we do need to make some profit. We will
keep our prices as low as possible and drop them if we can – for example if exchange rates
improve – always being aware of giving you the best possible value for money.
A full report on the financial statements can be found on pages 6 and 7.

Committee and Executive team
The Committee represents members and is responsible to you for overseeing the strategy and
governance of The Society. A lot of work goes into shaping the composition of the Committee
to make sure that it has the right mix of skills and experience. As the market and environment
changes, so the mix of skills that we need also changes and the Committee continues to evolve.
At the AGM in June 2017 the deputy chairman, George Jeffrey, retired from the Committee.
George was co-opted to the Committee in 1996 and became deputy chairman in 2009.
With a background in IT, he joined at a critical time as we approached 2000 and all the
potential Y2K issues – for those who remember them. The Society was also changing its IT
system so George’s involvement and advice was invaluable. But he played a much larger role on
the Committee and worked tirelessly across every aspect of its work. He played a key role in
recruiting new Committee members and was regularly seen as a sounding board by the
Committee and Executive team alike. Thank you George for all your work on the Committee
and your support.
George’s role as deputy chairman was taken by Tim Wright who joined the Committee in 2014
with a background in HR and corporate strategy.
This year is again seeing some change in the elected members as Guy de Froment will be
standing down at the AGM. Guy has brought a commercial focus to all aspects of The Society,
in particular our efficiency and our cost base. It was quite a blow when Guy told me that the
time had come for him to stand down: I have enjoyed his straight talking, the experience he
has brought from the very commercial world of banking and his passion for every aspect of
The Society.
Our system of co-opting members onto the Committee has been an effective mechanism to
bring in new skills when we need them, perhaps only for a year, sometimes for a little longer.
Many co-optees go on to become elected members of the Committee.
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This year, with our focus on broadening our appeal, it’s important that we make sure that
the Committee has younger members. I am delighted that Thomas Foster joined in January.
As Director of Acquisitions for the RAC, Thomas is responsible for driving new customer
subscriptions across a range of channels and I look forward to his contributions.
At the same time, Paul Powell stepped down after three years as a co-optee. Paul is a comedy
scriptwriter, and he brought a very different way of thinking about our written communications
and we learned a lot from him – while also enjoying the process immensely.
I’ve held numerous meetings with members who have put their names forward for the
Committee and I now have a waiting list of candidates to bring in when the time is right for
their particular skills and experience. Thanks to all of you who came along to those meetings.
Since the year end we have had a significant change in our Executive team with Robin McMillan,
the CEO, leaving the business at the end of February.
In often challenging economic conditions, turnover at The Society grew by 45% under his
leadership and active membership grew by over 25,000. Robin has led this sustained growth
of the business and the significant investments made to deliver the best possible services for
our members.
As CEO, Robin championed the development of people within the business and was
instrumental in the introduction of three development programmes for different groups of
staff. Robin oversaw our new digital strategy and for the last 18 months has seen a focus on
modernising our communication with members and the creation of the ‘Community’ for
Society members and staff.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank Robin for his contribution to the business and
wish him well for the future. The search for his replacement is starting as I write this and I will
provide you with an update at the AGM. In the meantime we have asked Liz Cerroti, Head of
Service and the Member Experience, to step in as interim CEO. Liz has been with The Society
for almost 30 years and I know we are safe in her very capable hands while a replacement CEO
is recruited.

‘The wine lover’s wine merchant’
In September we were honoured to be named as the Decanter Outstanding Retailer of the
Year (for the sixth time in the last seven years) and delighted with the summary remarks:
 ‘Outstanding value, impeccable range, excellent service, engaging events: The Wine Society is
a well-oiled wine machine purring along in the fast lane. The Retailer Awards judges deliberate
long and hard over who is the most deserving recipient of this prestigious award, but The Wine
Society ended up as the unanimous choice. The wine lover’s wine merchant.’
It doesn’t always feel as though we are ‘purring along’ but I’m pleased it’s the impression that
we give. Certainly our focus on you, the member, and what keeps you happy, rather than
maximising profit for external shareholders makes a huge difference to the way we think and
work. ‘Purring along’ makes it sound as though it is easy. I might describe us rather more like a
swan: serene on the surface but paddling madly below the water. And it’s those little things, that
extra bit of paddling, that makes the difference.
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Guy de Froment
Chairman of the
Finance Subcommittee

Finance report
Last year’s financial statements were dominated by the prior year adjustment caused by the
legal error which was revealed, near the year end, in relation to the defined benefit pension
scheme. This year the accounts show some further adjustments to reflect the closure of the
scheme to future accruals. Importantly, because of increasingly complex rules of financial
reporting, each year the accounts get longer and longer and they also seem to get more difficult
to interpret or to relate to the underlying performance of the business.
You are likely to be familiar by now that we have to account for en primeur sales in the year
in which the wine is available for delivery to members, not the year in which it was sold to
members. This requirement means that the revenue recorded in our profit and loss account is
quite different from revenue actually achieved in the year as shown in our management
accounts. So far as possible, this report seeks to interpret and explain the key figures in the
financial statements (see pages 21 to 46) and show how they relate to the underlying
performance of the business.

Profit and Loss account
Revenue for the year was £97.37m (2016/17 £91.87m), some 10% ahead of last year, including
regular sales which were 5% ahead of last year.
Gross profit at 15.9% of revenue was considerably lower than last year (2016/17 19.5%) due
largely to the mix of sales and inflationary rises in the cost of wine sold together with the impact
of exchange rate movements which we absorbed as sterling depreciated against the Euro and
US$. We were disappointed that the improvements in costs achieved last year were not
maintained this year and that our costs rose by just over 4% to £15.756m (2016/17 £15.098m).
The largest increases related to staff costs which rose broadly in line with headcount compared
with last year. Other increases, included within other operating costs, were for outside storage
as our own warehouses are at capacity, increased handling costs associated with space making
in our warehouses and inflationary rises in every aspect of our cost base.
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The profit and loss account benefitted from a credit of £1.498m relating to the closure of
the defined benefit pension scheme to future accruals. As last year, this is an accounting entry
and does not reflect the payment or receipt of cash. By contrast last year’s accounts included
a £2.345m debit relating to the legal error which was uncovered (full details in last year’s
Annual Review).
The taxation charge for the year in the profit and loss account was £151k (£190k 2016/17)
though this is an accounting item and does not reflect the actual tax payable. Note 5 to the
accounts on page 31 shows that whereas we paid £492k in tax last year, this year we will be
due a tax rebate of £280k.
Profit after tax was £827k (2016/17 a loss of £3k).

Balance Sheet
As we commented last year, stock, debtors, creditors, accruals and deferred income are all
impacted by the sale of en primeur wines. Other than movements relating to en primeur sales,
balance sheet changes this year were unremarkable with no significant swings. Additions to
fixed assets were very modest and depreciation, plus some small disposals, exceeded the cost
of additions meaning that the total value of plant and equipment in the accounts fell compared
with last year.

Dividends, capital and reserves
The significant adjustments in last year’s accounts to deal with the error from 2009/10 relating
to the defined benefit pension scheme and an actuarial loss on the scheme under FRS102, left
a deficit on the accumulated profit and loss reserves last year of £3.527m. This deficit has been
reduced by the profit after tax of £827k achieved this year but profit and loss reserves were
also impacted by further actuarial movements on the defined benefit pension scheme due to
market movements, in particular a fall in corporate bond yields. The closing balance on the
profit and loss account reserves was a deficit of £2.997m. With a deficit on profit and loss
account reserves we did not declare a dividend this year.
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Pierre Mansour
Head of Buying

Wine Buyers’ Reports 2018
Co-operative relationships
It’s fair to say that 2017 has been one of the wine world’s more eventful and unpredictable years.
From wild fires in California and Portugal, drought in South Africa to frost across much of
Europe, this harvest has reminded growers that nothing or no one is superior to Mother Nature.
Grape yields and availability have been affected.
This means that the top producers can pick and choose who to sell their wine to because
demand exceeds supply. But members of The Wine Society needn’t worry: by investing in long
relationships with our suppliers, working together through thick and thin, our buying team gets
preferential treatment when it comes to allocations. We will not have any difficulty securing the
sorts of delicious wines that meet members’ high standards.

Passion before profit
The buyers’ regional reports on the following pages highlight this year’s best buys. I recommend
reading them as they provide personal and passionate insights, testament to the thrill and
excitement of the wine world at the moment. We try thousands of wines every year, selecting
only those we truly believe in, our decisions based on what members want and will get pleasure
from, rather than on maximising profit.
We also know that members enjoy trying something different, even esoteric, as long as it tastes
good and represents great value for money. This curiosity drives the buyers to seek out new
discoveries, always using a discerning eye (and nose!) to know when something new is worth
pursuing. The range is sprinkled with these ground-breaking delights – look out for Australian
tempranillo, mouthwatering Austrian grüner veltliner (a style which has massively improved) and
a delightful Greek rarity from organically cultivated kalavryta grapes, to name but a few.
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SPAIN
Great-value, outstanding Rioja and rejuvenated Ribera del Duero and Priorat
Spain is a hotbed of value. Thanks to its vast geography and reliable weather, inexpensive
Spanish red wines (less than £8 per bottle) offer drinkers plenty of flavour for the money, in
particular from the indigenous grapes tempranillo, monastrell, garnacha and cariñena. Higher up
the ladder, the country is flexing its muscles when it comes to fine wine. Vintages from Rioja
(aged before release) that are coming on stream are excellent: reservas from 2014 and 2015,
gran reservas from 2010 and 2012. Producers in Ribera del Duero and Priorat are reining back
on using new oak, allowing the wines to show their natural fruit intensity and flair, so expect to
see more of these throughout the year.
For most Spanish regions there were climatic challenges to contend with in 2017 but the
Galician whites, especially albariño, are very good.

Dramatic, if
slightly precarious,
viticulture in
Priorat’s ancient
vineyards
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Joanna Locke MW
ALSACE
Sweets and treats and fairy tales
Visiting Alsace is like entering another world, a world of sweets and treats and fairy-tale
architecture, with a Christmas-all-year-round feeling which draws you in from the minute
you arrive.
I took over the Alsace buying reins from Marcel last year. So what have I learned? The dedication
to vines and wines is unfaltering here. Much is sustainably farmed and many producers, including
the top names, work organically or biodynamically. The co-ops here are among the best in France,
offering excellent value. Alsace pinot gris is greatly underappreciated.
2010 was a superb vintage (we have squirrelled away some stocks for future release). 2008
produced exquisite wines with a lovely citrus freshness and it’s time to dig those out of your cellar
if you have them. 2015 was as good here as over much of Europe, with wonderful balance and
immediate appeal. 2016 was a small but honourable successor; and 2014 rieslings are already divine.

LOIRE
I can’t remember when I was last so excited by a Loire vintage!
After my usual quick visit at harvest time, this year in Touraine – where Jérôme Billard was
harvesting Chinon under sunny skies – it was clear that 2017 would yield some excellent results.
Now I’m back from my regular February trip (read about it online at thewinesociety.com/travels)
I’m delighted to report that I can’t remember when I was last so excited by a Loire vintage!
Look out for our offer later this summer.
Muscadets look gorgeous across the board, and I can’t wait to taste more. They are such
adaptable wines and so light on the stomach. Early samples of Central Vineyards sauvignons from
Domaines Laloue (Exhibition Sancerre) and Riaux (Pouilly-Fumé) are delicious too, with ripeness
and freshness in perfect balance. Go to Reuilly, Quincy, Chenonceaux, and Touraine sauvignons
for value. Serious chenin lovers will need to wait a bit longer for the 2017s but in the meantime
seek out 2015s in particular, especially for sweet examples.
It’s still early to taste most reds, which at harvest looked likely to be structured and concentrated
as the berries were small and yielding less juice than expected, but there are still stocks of the
excellent 2014 and 2015 vintages, with 2015 the friendlier (fruitier) of the two.
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PORTUGAL & PORT
In with the old; in with the new!
It is ironic that this land known for its pioneering explorers is today still a new discovery to so
many. Lisbon and Oporto have become fashionable tourist destinations offering a wonderful
blend of old and new. Once run-down areas are now host to smart new bars, chic hotels and
restaurants in stylishly refurbished buildings alongside traditional cafés and bars you might easily
(and sometimes should) miss. I love the fact that elderly ladies still chat between high balconies
and hang their washing precariously with no care for the tourists below.
And so it is with Portugal’s wines. Many are pristine, some are still doggedly traditional, but
what they all have in common is integrity, which means most are made from indigenous grapes
which deliver unique and wonderful flavours and character.
2017 bodes well for the cooler coastal regions of Lisboa, Bairrada and the Vinho Verdes of the
north. Early-drinking reds should be delicious too but for more serious reds seek out 2015s for
their fruit, or 2010, 2011, 2012 for more complex developed flavours. And for a good example
of old Portugal, try DFJ Vinhos’ 2006 red or Warre’s LBV Port 2000 – cracking mature wines at
modest prices.
Summer 2017 was hot and dry and yet another potential Vintage Port year. In the end, 2015
was a mixed declaration (some classic vintage wines, some single quintas) and at the time of
going to press we await news of 2016, though we know the wines are good once again. 1985 is
a delicious vintage for drinking now, as are 2010 single quinta wines.

SOUTH AFRICA
Drought! But superb 2017s
At the time of writing, in the midst of the 2018 harvest, South Africa faces its fourth consecutive
year of drought. I contemplated postponing my post-harvest trip, yet in many ways it’s more
important than ever to go early, both to show support and secure what we need.
2017 turned out to be a superb vintage, against the odds, for both whites and reds, with some
saying the reds are better even than the excellent 2015s and 2009s. With experience,
winemakers are better at dealing with the drought using precious water more thoughtfully than
ever. Unsurprisingly, it is those with a ready source of water who have fared best. The estates
have full control of their resources and are best placed to ride the storm (if you’ll forgive the
irony!), as well as the cooler regions such as Elgin and Walker Bay and its subsidiaries, and those
with long-term relationships with their grape growers.
We will buy older vintages where we can, to cover the shortfall in wine and incomes. Enjoy
those stellar 2015 and 2009 vintages, as well as the wonderful new 2017s. Trade up, even a little,
and you will be getting far better value. The best thing we can all do is to hope that when we are
bathed in sunshine at our summer AGM, the Cape will be enjoying much-needed winter rains!
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Toby Morrhall
ARGENTINA
On a roll
We have extended the range and you have bought so enthusiastically that sales are up 25%.
Thank you. After two unusually cool years, 2017 is a lovely warm vintage and the wines return
to the typically ripe and fruity style.
Malbec remains a great variety in Argentina, and works well either solo or blended. The cool
Uco Valley south of Mendoza is producing some of the best examples. The sub-regions of
El Peral, Gualtallary, Vista Flores, La Consulta and Paraje Altamira are developing their own
personalities. These rarely find their names on the label as some have been trademarked but
people are working to find a solution.
The rich, soft and opulently fruity bonarda grape makes superb wines in warm years and we
have made an excellent one with Sebastian Zuccardi called Las Piletas Santa Rosa Bonarda.
It’s plumptious and highly recommended!

BURGUNDY
A golden run
There has been a series of good to excellent vintages in Burgundy from 2012 to 2016 (I reserve
judgement on the 2017s until after the malolactic fermentation happens in the spring). All but
2015 have been short harvests mainly due to frost, so stocks are variable in quantity and worth
snapping up when available. The Côte de Beaune has been the worst affected of all.
2016 produced superb wines with the aromas of a cool year and the palates of a ripe year.
It is difficult to compare this special vintage with previous ones because of this remarkable
character. Normally wines with ripe palates have less intense aromas. Conversely aromatic
wines can in white wines have excessive acidity or in red wines possess scratchy or green
tannins. In 2016, we have all the benefits and none of the disadvantages. The only big problem is
quantity. Unfortunately 2016 produced roughly half a normal crop due to severe April frosts.

Red Burgundy to drink now
2008 is coming out of its shell at villages and premier cru level. A cool year with flavour ripeness
at lowish alcohols.
2009 is a very warm year, with rich flavours, easy to enjoy early but with the concentration to
mature well.
2011 is a lighter, more forward year giving much pleasure now.
2014 has not closed up; a medium-bodied year with lovely sweet tannins.
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White Burgundy drinking well now
Most Mâcon and village Chablis is ready two years or so after bottling. The notes here refer to
villages and premiers crus from the Côte de Beaune.
2011 is most attractive now.
2012 is ripe and rich; lovely now.
2013 is fresh, bright and ready now.
2014 is a superb vintage. Lesser wines lovely. Best will keep further.
2015 is a warm vintage; most of the lesser wines are enjoyable young.

CHILE
Quality at an all-time high
2017 is an attractive warm vintage making lovely wine. Producers of cool-climate sauvignon
blancs, chardonnays and pinots anticipated the warmth and picked early, producing very
accomplished wines with attractive balance. The reds are full and generous.
Chile is a remarkable wine-producing country on a mission to score highly on any quality:price
ratio. Since the 1990s it produced good cheap wines from flat and fertile vineyards in the
Central Valley. Another phase began around 2005 when the advent of drip irrigation allowed
previously unplantable vineyards to be cultivated. Before this, with flood irrigation, only
vineyards with a 1–2% slope could be cultivated.
This has revolutionised quality as vines can now be grown on the less-fertile slopes with cooler
expositions. Together with soil analysis before planting, excellent new plant material and higher
planting density, this means that quality from these new vineyards is reaching an all-time high.
The £7–15 per bottle range is where the excitement is now. Try wines from Concha y Toro,
Maycas de Limarí, Tabalí, Matetic, Koyle, Undurraga, Gandolini and Neyen.

A quality
revolution is
underway at
properties like
Viña Koyle
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Sarah Knowles MW
AUSTRALIA
Hitting the sweet spot
Australia continues to be a great source of everyday good value especially in the all-important
sweet spot between £8 and £15 per bottle.
It is hard to generalise about such a continent of contrasts, but 2017 was a good vintage with
healthy volumes of high-quality wines. This is one of a series of good harvests and our current
selection of 2016, 2015 and 2014 reds are lovely now. These are warm vintages producing very
fruit-forward and therefore extremely drinkable wines. The 2016 and 2015 whites have slightly
more generosity than the 2017s coming through, but the 2017s make up for it with their very
refreshing style.
Look out for our older wines too from our cellars this year; these will prove that although
Aussie wine offers great bang for your buck on a week night, with time it can really develop
great layers of maturity and complexity too!

CHAMPAGNE
All about the base
Having taken on buying Champagne in September it has been a pleasure getting to know
our producers. I have now travelled there twice for comprehensive tastings and have a much
greater appreciation for the complexities of the region, and the opportunities for The Society.
Generally speaking, ‘vintage’ in a Champagne context has less importance than elsewhere
due to the prevalence of excellent NV (non-vintage) wines – Champagne’s unique approach
to risk management where wines from different vintages are blended to make a consistent
house style.
But the ‘base’ wine for the blend is all important and it happens that now is an excellent time
for The Society’s NV Champagne. The 75cl-bottle is currently based on the stunning 2012
vintage, and the magnum on 2008, a true standout year. A good time to stock up!
In 2017, Champagne growers faced similar issues to those seen across France with lower yields
and an early but tricky harvest. However, tasting the vins clairs (the still base wines) in January
shows the wines to be bearing up well. The Côte des Blancs chardonnays look especially good:
elegant with bright acidity and good concentration. Probably not a ‘vintage year’ for many
houses but this means good base wine for those non-vintage blends.
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NEW ZEALAND
Good growers flourished
In October I was able to taste more than 500 2017 Kiwi sauvignons over three days as part
of my judging duties at the New Zealand Wine Awards. (You can read about it and watch a
video online at thewinesociety.com/travels). This gave me a pretty good feel for the vintage!
For many it wasn’t plain sailing with a moderate summer and two cyclones during the harvest.
This meant that many picked early – before the rain – and the wines are a little underripe, or
later – after the rains – suffering with a little dilution. Either way many saw reduced yields.
It has given the wider vintage picture a more citrus than tropical feel, with bright acidity and
lower average alcohol volumes – so pretty positive outcomes from tricky weather.
However, many of our producers fared even better as they never aimed to make high-volume
wines to start with. This means that they had fewer bunches per vine, which were able to ripen
better through the cool summer and show more vibrancy and concentration (despite early
picking before the rain arrived).
Many examples have the elegance of the vintage, with a touch lower alcohol, but also display
the classic intense grapefruit and gooseberry sauvignon notes we all love so much.

USA
Watch this space!
USA sales saw great growth last year, albeit from a small base. With some excellent vintages
on sale – 2012, 2013 and 2014 wines are showing well now with great ageing potential.
Our January offer piqued members’ interest and featured a number of new finds, with more
scheduled to come.
2017 will be remembered for the devastating Californian wildfires. However, these came after
the harvest when the wine was safely in tank. The harvest was, in fact, pretty early with an end
to the drought and plentiful winter rains leading to an early strong fruit set, and a warm to hot
summer ripening the crops by mid-September. There’ll be much to look forward to.
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Freddy Bulmer
CENTRAL & EASTERN EUROPE
Spoilt for choice
The challenge of being a wine buyer in Austria is that you’re absolutely spoilt for choice!
It’s jam-packed full of gems.
I’ve had a number of wow moments lately when I’ve had my nose in a glass of something
Austrian. The 2017 Society’s Grüner Veltliner is a joy: so charming and generous! The Hans Igler
Zweigelt 2015 is bursting with juicy and delicious red and black fruit. If you haven’t already, then
take a look at the wines of Rainer Wess, a superb small producer whose grüners and rieslings
are very special indeed.
Eastern Europe is one of the most exciting places in the wine world at the moment. Such value
for money! I realise that with so much variety and so many different languages, it can all seem
rather daunting; best thing is to pull some corks and get stuck in!
There are a few standout wines which make for perfect starting points. Hungarian white
Somloi Juhfark Kolonics was launched last year and is deliciously crisp and mouthwatering. The
bright, vibrant acidity is the perfect shellfish accompaniment. We’ve also been spoilt for choice
from Greece and Hungary and I’ve particularly enjoyed Thymiopoulos Naoussa Jeunes Vignes;
keep an eye out for the brilliant 2016. Also, the 2015 Rapsani is a current favourite of mine.

ENGLAND
Drink The Society’s English White!
English wine is flourishing. Sparkling wines take most of the limelight, with producers such as
Hambledon pipping many a Champagne house in competitions. Our Society’s Exhibition English
Sparkling from Ridgeview proved such a success that it sold out after Christmas and more
won’t be available until June. My advice is to grab the new blend as soon as you see it! I’ve been
really excited to also watch the success of our new Society’s English White; if you haven’t yet
given it a go, then do so!
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Tim Sykes
BEAUJOLAIS
Fresh, perfumed and easy-drinking 2016s
I was thrilled to take over buying Beaujolais last year, a region that I love for the generosity
of its wines and the people who make them. My delight was complete when I discovered that
I would be selecting the 2016 vintage, one of the best in many years. The wines are fresh,
perfumed and easy drinking with excellent balance between fruit, alcohol and acidity – just
what Beaujolais is all about. We still have good stocks of 2015s at cru level (Fleurie, Brouilly,
Moulin-à-Vent etc), some of which we will be releasing over the coming months. 2015 was a hot
year and the wines are richer, thicker-textured and have higher alcohol than normal. They will
age well. The most recent vintage, 2017, is stylistically somewhere between the two preceding
vintages, with good colour and depth, but with freshness and lift.

BORDEAUX
Delicious wines at all price levels
There’s plenty to get excited about in Bordeaux at the moment, with two exceptionally good
vintages, 2016 and 2015, now coming on stream. Both are great at the under-£10 level, with the
wines typically displaying ripe fruit and soft tannins – they are immediately appealing and taste
delicious. The more up-scale wines from those vintages are too young to broach, but will be
lovely in time. The 2011s, which were a little firm when first bottled, are now starting to show
their colours. It’s a traditional vintage in the good sense, with the left bank wines showing
particularly attractive savoury character.
The 2010s are showing well at the mid-price level but the majority of the more senior wines
will benefit from further age. The 2009s are beautiful with generous texture and bags of class.
Of the older vintages, 2007 and 2004 are still delicious, as are 2001 and 2000.
By the time you read this I will have visited Bordeaux for two full weeks to taste several
hundred 2017s. The impression I get, from talking to those in the know, is that 2017 will be a
curate’s egg – good (and in some instances very good) in parts. Tasting extensively and buying
selectively will be crucial. Overall volumes though are down considerably, thanks to frosts in late
April 2017, and so I have been stocking up on 2016s to secure our supply.

SHERRY
New Society exclusives
We are introducing a couple of exclusive Wine Society soleras in the cellars of Sánchez
Romate, to ensure ongoing quality and consistency of our Exhibition sherries. More details to
follow later in the year.
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Marcel Orford-Williams
GERMANY
Look to the reds
There is more to Germany than riesling! Red wine now accounts for nearly half of the
production with pinot noir the most exciting variety. For alternative whites, I have been stunned
by the quality of pinot blanc, which tends to be labelled as ‘Weissburgunder’. These are foodfriendly, bone-dry, fruity wines with crystalline purity and an aptitude for refreshing the palate.
German growers are not bound by rules on what they can plant which means that there can be
some fun surprises. Such as Gunter Kunstler’s alvarinho from the Rheingau. And why not?
Alvarinho after all translates as ‘White Rhine’!
Vintages in Germany have been nothing less than exceptional in recent years. The irresistibly
fruity 2016s are lovely now. The tiny 2017 crop also looks promising with the prospect of great
sweet wines.

RHÔNE
So much to choose from
The Rhône is on a roll with all three recent vintages classed as exceptional. Quantity is another
matter; drought and heatwaves do little for yield. The reds though keep well even at the most
modest levels so in fact there is plenty of choice. We hold back stocks and have built up a
healthy reserve of older vintages. We will be showing several wines from the 2014 vintage over
the course of the year. With two or three years in bottle, they are lovely. Among more mature
vintages, I like 2012: very complete, generous and approachable. Look out for a Cairanne from
Clos Romane at Christmas.
2010 was a great vintage, with wines that have a bullet-proof structure. The wines are beginning
to come out of their slumber. Even the top wines are now ready, though of course there is no
hurry.
Some of the best buys are not called Côtes-du-Rhône. Ventoux, Grignan-les-Adhémar and
Costières de Nîmes are all on the periphery of the Rhône Valley. Do try them. All three, made
by three of the top négoce houses, Jaboulet, Delas and Chapoutier, come from the superlative
2016 vintage – but be warned: they’re selling fast!
And there’s a new Society wine from the southern Rhône. It is called The Society’s French
Syrah and reminds me what a good carafe red should be: quite full, round and sappy with just
a touch of pepper.
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SOUTH AND SOUTH-WEST FRANCE
The first Society’s Picpoul de Pinet
The effects of persistent droughts over successive harvests in the Midi are tangible. There is less
wine around and some growers are struggling to supply their customers. But the Midi has
always known heat and drought, and over the centuries it adapted and planted varieties that
thrive in such an environment. These grapes fell out of favour and were replaced by more
fashionable names such as syrah, merlot and chardonnay. Gradually though, the old varieties of
the Languedoc are coming back, and The Society is taking full advantage of this renaissance.
Picpoul is a good example. It’s a grape that thrives in the heat yet never loses its freshness. It
was the mainstay of the vermouth industry before proving that it could also make fine fruity
whites. An area of low-lying, stony plateau behind the Thau lagoon was identified as ideal for
growing the grape. One of the local villages, Pinet, gave its name to it and last year Picpoul de
Pinet was elevated to cru status. We are celebrating this important milestone by launching
The Society’s Picpoul de Pinet.

So much to
choose from
in the Rhône
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Sebastian Payne MW
ITALY
Quality over quantity
You may have seen that 2017 was the smallest grape harvest in Italy since 1947. But no need to
overreact. The devastating frost damage hit low-lying vineyards where mass production is more
important than good quality. We tend to buy from hill vineyards which were less affected. The
summer drought affected everywhere but older vines with deeper roots survived better. In short,
base prices for run of the mill will be more affected than the good stuff.
Encouraging news from Italy is that 2016 was a stunning year for reds in most of the vineyards of
Barolo, Barbaresco, Chianti Classico and Brunello di Montalcino. Though the top wines are not
released for two to three years, they will be something to look forward to. 2015 was generally ripe
and highly successful, and the cooler wetter 2014 showed that good hillside vineyards can make
fine wine in such years. 2014 Barbaresco and 2014 Fontodi Chianti prove this point.

Sebastian Payne MW gets
stuck in to Monvigliero
2017 with Fabio Alessandria –
2016 is a stunning year
for Italy’s finest reds as
Sebastian saw for himself in
Piedmont last year
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Financial Statements
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
For the year ended 26 January 2018
		
Notes
			
1
Revenue
Less: Value added tax		

2017/18
£’000
97,367		
(15,335)

2016/17
£’000
91,868
(14,247)

82,032
77,621
Net revenue		
Cost of sales		
(66,509)
(59,721)

15,523
17,900
Gross profit		
Administrative expenses
2
(15,756)
(15,098)
Other defined benefit pension charges
13
1,498		
(2,345)

1,265
457
Operating profit 		
Other income and charges
4
(10)
191
Movement in fair value of forward currency contracts
1
(277)
(461)
Profit on ordinary activities before taxation		
978
Taxation
5
(151)

187
(190)

Profit/(loss) after taxation		
827
(3)
Loss on defined benefit obligations
13c
(297)
(4,711)
Total comprehensive gain/(loss) for the year
attributable to the members		
530
(4,714)

MEMORANDUM OF APPROPRIATION
			 2017/18
2016/17
			
£’000
£’000
Profit/(loss) after taxation		
827
(3)
Dividends appropriated during the period		Retained profit/(loss)		
827
(3)

The accompanying accounting policies and notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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BALANCE SHEET
As at 26 January 2018
		
Notes
			
Plant property and equipment
6

2018
£’000
9,145

2017
£’000
9,546

38,059
6,302
14,652

33,070
7,729
14,875

59,013
(34,776)

55,674
(29,633)

Current assets
Inventories
7
Trade and other receivables
8
Cash and cash equivalents		
			
Current liabilities
9

Net current assets		
24,237
26,041
Total fixed and current assets less creditors
excluding pension liability		
33,382
35,587
Pension liability
Deferred tax on pension liability

13c
13c		

Net assets including pension liability		

(2,599)
442

(6,474)
1,028

31,225		

30,141

8,076
4,071
14,710
7,353
12
(2,997)

7,766
3,749
14,743
7,398
12
(3,527)

Capital and reserves
Share capital
Share premium account
Accumulated profit account
Sales discount account
“A” shareholders reserve fund
Profit and loss account

14
15
16
17
14
18

Shareholders’ funds		
31,225
30,141

The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Committee on
28 March 2018 and signed on its behalf by:
E S Evans, Chairman
T Wright, Deputy Chairman
G de Froment, Chairman of the Finance Subcommittee
I Adams, Secretary
The accompanying accounting policies and notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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26 January 2018

Issue of Share capital
Share premium additions
to share capital
Cancellation of shares

Profit for the year
Experience gain less actuarial loss
on defined pension obligations
Total comprehensive gain
for the year

8,076		

4,071		

322		
-		

-		
(12)

-		

-		
-		

-		

-		

322		

-		

-		

3,749		

285		
-		

7,766		

-		
(31)

-		

Issue of Share capital
285		
Share premium additions 		
to share capital
-		
Cancellation of shares
(11)

27 January 2017

-		

-		

-		

14,710		

-		
(33)

-		

-		

-		

-		

14,743		

-		

-		

-		

-		

14,774		
-		

Share		 Accumulated		
Premium		
Profit		
Account		
Account		
£’000		
£’000		
3,464		
-		

Share		
Capital		
£’000		

7,492		
-		

30 January 2016
Loss for the year
Actuarial loss on defined
benefit obligations
Total comprehensive loss
for the year

		
		
		
		

For the year ended 26 January 2018

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

7,353		

-		
(45)

-		

-		

-		

-		

7,398		

-		
(42)

-		

-		

-		

7,440		
-		

12		

-		
-		

-		

-		

-		

-		

12		

-		
-		

-		

-		

-		

12		
-		

Sales		
“A”		
Discount		 Shareholders
Account		 Reserve Fund		
£’000		
£’000		

(2,997)

-		
-		

-		

530		

(297)

827		

(3,527)

-		
-		

-		

(4,714)

(4,711)

1,187		
(3)

Profit		
and Loss
Account		
£’000		

31,225

322
(90)

322

530

(297)

827

30,141

285
(84)

285

(4,714)

(4,711)

34,369
(3)

Total
£’000

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
For the year ended 26 January 2018

		
Notes
2017/18
2016/17
			
£’000		
£’000
Profit /(loss) for the financial year 		
978
(3)
Depreciation and loss on disposal of plant property
and equipment		
838		
844
Other income and charges		
10
(191)
Movement on non-basic financial instruments held at
fair value through profit and loss		
277
461
Taxation		
457		
190
Curtailment gain in relation to the closure of the
scheme to future accrual		
(1,487)
Deficit of employer contributions over amounts
charged to profit and loss		
(2,194)
1,841
Increase in inventories		
(4,989)
(3,242)
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other receivables		
495
(3,125)
Increase in current liabilities
5,685
7,125
Cash from operations		
Income taxes paid		

70		
(532)

3,900
58

Net cash from operations		
(462)
3,958
Cash flows from investing activities			
Purchase of plant property and equipment		
Sales of plant and property		
Rent received		
Interest received		

(438)
1		
86		
36		

(144)
87
35

Net cash from investing activities		
(315)

(22)

Cash flows from financing activities			
Shares issued to new members		
Shares cancelled		

644		
(90)

570
(84)

Net cash from financing		
554		
486
Net change in cash and cash equivalents		
(223)
Cash and cash equivalents at start of year		
14,875		

4,422
10,453

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year		
14,652		

14,875
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 26 January 2018
1

Principal accounting policies

	The International Exhibition Co-operative Wine Society Limited was incorporated in England
in 1874 and is registered under the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014.
It is domiciled in England. Its principal activity is the buying and selling of wine, spirits and
other beverages.
	The financial reporting framework that has been applied is applicable law and United
Kingdom Accounting Standards, including Financial Reporting Standard 102 – ‘The Financial
Reporting Standard Applicable in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland’ (FRS 102).
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis except for the
modification to a fair value basis for certain financial instruments as specified in the
accounting policies below.
	The Committee has reviewed the principal accounting policies summarised below and
considers they are the most appropriate for The Society.
	The financial statements are presented in Sterling and all values are rounded to the nearest
thousand pounds (£'000) except where otherwise indicated.
a) Revenue
	Revenue represents all sales to members and is inclusive of Customs and Excise duty and
Value Added Tax and is recognised when the goods or services are supplied to members.
In respect of members’ reserves, members are invoiced in advance and revenue is recognised
as the service is provided.
b) Depreciation
	Depreciation is provided on plant, property and equipment, apart from freehold land, at rates
calculated to write off the cost less estimated residual value of each asset, on a straight-line
basis, over its expected useful life, which is reviewed annually. The rates used are as follows:
Property		
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles		

2.5 – 10%
10 – 50%
25%

c) Inventories
	Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost comprises
suppliers’ invoice price and, where relevant, shipping cost and excise duty. Net realisable
value is defined as the estimated selling price, net of further costs of marketing, selling and
distribution.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 26 January 2018
1

Principal accounting policies (continued)

d) Taxation
	UK corporation tax is provided at amounts expected to be paid using the tax rates and laws
that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the balance sheet date. Deferred tax is
recognised on all timing differences where the transactions or events that give The Society an
obligation to pay more tax in the future, or a right to pay less tax in the future, have occurred
by the balance sheet date. Deferred tax assets are recognised when it is more likely than not
that they will be recovered. Deferred tax is measured on an undiscounted basis using rates of
tax that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance sheet date.
	e) Foreign currency translation
The individual financial statements are presented in the currency of the primary economic
environment in which the entity operates (its functional currency). For the purpose of the
financial statements, the results and financial position are presented in Sterling (£).
	Transactions in currencies other than the functional currency (foreign currencies) are
recognised at the spot rate at the dates of the transactions, or at an average rate where this
rate approximates the actual rate at the date of the transaction. At the end of each reporting
period, monetary items denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates
prevailing at that date. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a
foreign currency are not retranslated. Exchange differences are recognised in profit or loss in
the period in which they arise, and are recognised in the same line item in profit and loss as
the balance or transaction to which they relate.
f) Pension arrangements
	The Society operates both a defined contribution and a defined benefit pension scheme and
accounts for these in accordance with FRS 102 Section 28 ‘Employee Benefits’.
	Defined contribution scheme:
	The cost of pension contributions is recognised within the profit and loss account in the year
to which it relates.
	Defined benefit scheme:
	Scheme assets are measured at fair value. Scheme liabilities are measured on an actuarial
basis using the projected unit method and are discounted at appropriate high quality
corporate bond rates. The net surplus, or deficit, is presented separately from other net
assets on the balance sheet. A net surplus is recognised only to the extent that it is
recoverable by The Society.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 26 January 2018
1

Principal accounting policies (continued)

f) Pension arrangements (continued)
	
The current service cost and costs from settlements and curtailments are charged to the
profit and loss account. Past service costs are recognised immediately in profit and loss as
they arise. Interest on the scheme liabilities and on scheme assets are included in other
finance costs. Actuarial gains and losses, and the expected return on scheme assets, are
reported in other comprehensive income. Retirement benefits other than pensions are
accounted for in the same way.
g) Lease agreements
	Operating lease rentals are charged to the profit and loss account as incurred. For assets
leased to third parties on operating leases, the lease rentals are taken to income on a straight
line basis over the term of the lease, and where appropriate, the asset is depreciated using
the straight line method.
h) Financial instruments
	
Financial liabilities and equity instruments are classified according to the substance of the
contractual arrangements entered into. An equity instrument is any contract that evidences
a residual interest in the assets of the entity after deducting all of its financial liabilities.
	Where the contractual obligations of financial instruments (including share capital) are
equivalent to a similar debt instrument, those financial instruments are classed as financial
liabilities. Whilst The Society’s share capital, accumulated profit, and sales discount accounts
attributable to individual members is payable on demand to the member’s estate on their
death and thus contains debt characteristics, the overall incidence of such payments is
sufficiently low and the amount of such payments is sufficiently small to regard the account
balances as being substantially equity in nature.
Basic financial instruments
Trade and other receivables
	Trade and other receivables are recognised initially at transaction price less attributable
transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition they are measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest method, less any impairment. For the purposes of The Society, there is
no difference between the face value and fair value of Trade and other receivables.
Trade and other current liabilities
	
Trade and other current liabilities are recognised initially at transaction price less attributable
transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition they are measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest method, less any impairment. For the purposes of The Society, there is
no difference between the face value and fair value of Trade and other liabilities.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 26 January 2018
1

Principal accounting policies (continued)
h) Financial instruments (continued)

Cash and cash equivalents
	Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances and short term deposits. Bank overdrafts
that are repayable on demand and form an integral part of The Society’s cash management
are included as a component of cash and cash equivalents for the purpose only of the cash
flow statement.
Non-basic financial instruments
	Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit and loss (FVTPL)
From time to time, The Society enters into derivative financial instruments, such as forward
currency contracts, to manage its exposure to foreign exchange volatality. Under FRS102,
these are classed as non-basic financial instruments.
	Financial assets at FVTPL include financial assets that are either classified as held for trading
or that meet certain conditions and are designated at FVTPL upon initial recognition.
All derivative financial instruments fall into this category.
	Derivatives are initially recognised at fair value at the date a derivative is entered into and are
subsequently remeasured to their fair value at each balance sheet date. The fair value of
financial instruments in this category are determined by reference to active market
transactions or using a valuation technique where no active market exists.
	A derivative with a positive fair value is recognised as a financial asset whereas a derivative
with a negative fair value is recognised as a financial liability. The resulting gain or loss is
recognised in the profit and loss account immediately unless the derivative is designated and
effective as a hedging instrument, in which event the timing of the recognition in the profit
and loss account depends on the nature of the hedge relationship. The Society does not apply
hedge accounting to these financial instruments.
	All interest-related charges and, if applicable, changes in an instrument’s fair value that are
reported in the profit and loss account are included within finance costs or finance income.
	Derivatives are presented as current assets or liabilities unless The Society has an
unconditional right to defer payment beyond twelve months. In such circumstances, a
derivative is presented as a non-current asset or non-current liability. For the purposes of
The Society, derivatives are classified as current assets or liabilities as there are no
unconditional right to defer the payment beyond twelve months.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 26 January 2018
1

Principal accounting policies (continued)

i) Significant judgements and estimates
	Preparation of the financial statements requires management to make significant judgements
and estimates. The items in the financial statements where these judgements and estimates
have been made include:
	Defined benefit scheme:
	The measurement of obligations under defined benefit pension scheme arrangements is
subject to a number of highly sensitive assumptions, details of which are given in note 13.
Key judgements involved in the measurement of obligations include the discount rate applied
to scheme liabilities, inflation assumptions, and life expectancy of scheme members. These
judgements are discussed and agreed with independent, qualified actuaries who are involved
in the calculation of the amounts to be included in the financial statements in respect of
FRS102 Section 28 ‘Employee Benefits’.
	Deferred Tax:
	The Society is subject to UK corporation tax and judgement is required in determining the
provision for corporation and deferred taxation. The Society recognises taxation assets and
liabilities based upon estimates and assessments of many factors including judgements about
the outcome of future events. Deferred tax assets are only recognised to the extent that it is
probable that they will be recovered against the reversal of deferred tax liabilities or other
future taxable profits. At 26 January 2018 The Society has recognised a deferred tax liability
of £95,000 (2016/17: £336,000) on the basis that The Society is in a tax paying position.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 26 January 2018
2 Administrative expenses comprise:		2017/18
			
£’000		
	Depreciation		
838
	Loss/(gain) on disposal of plant, property and equipment		
(1)
Committee remuneration:
- Chairman and Deputy Chairman		
54

2016/17
£’000
844
1
53

59

51

Auditor remuneration
- audit services		

40		

42

- other services		

5		

26

- Other Committee members		

Wages and salaries		
Social security costs		
	Defined benefit pension current service costs (note 13c)		
	Defined contribution pension costs (note 13a)		
Establishment costs		
	Other operating costs		
			

7,041
637
155
568
1,291
5,069

6,769
622
496
386
1,239
4,569

15,756

15,098

	Other services supplied by the auditor related to taxation advice, accountancy advice
and pension scheme audit. Total remuneration for key personnel for 2017/18 was £1m
(2016/17 £0.9m).
3 Employees		
2017/18
			 Number		
The average number of full time equivalent permanent and
temporary employees during the year was:		
235

2016/17
Number

			 2017/18
Staff costs during the year amounted to:		£’000		

2016/17
£’000

7,041
666
700
155		
(1,498)
568		

6,769
668
686
496
2,345
386

7,632

11,350

Wages and salaries – administration		
Wages and salaries – transport		
Social security costs		
	Defined benefit pension current service costs (note 13c)		
	Other defined benefit pension charges (note 13c)		
	Defined contribution pension costs (note 13a)		
			
30
30
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3 Employees (continued)		
2017/18
2016/17
			
£’000		
£’000
10,618
	Included in administrative expenses		
6,903
Transport staff costs included in cost of sales		
729
732
			

7,632

11,350

4 Other income and charges comprise:		
2017/18
			
£’000		
Rent receivable under operating leases		
85
Bank interest receivable		
24
Net interest on defined benefit liability (note 13c)		
(119)

2016/17
£’000
87
35
69

(10)

191

			

5 Taxation		
			
Current tax:
	UK corporation tax at 19.17% (2016/17: 20%)
based on the taxable profit for the year		
Adjustment in respect of prior year		

2017/18
£’000

2016/17
£’000

(262)
(18)

531
(39)

(280)

492

	Origination and reversal of timing differences		
Adjustments in respect of prior periods		
Effect of tax rate change on opening balance		

431
-

(380)
97
(19)

Total deferred charge/(credit) (see note 12)		

431

(302)

Taxation charge on profit on ordinary activities		

151		

Total current (credit)/charge		
	Deferred tax:

190
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5

Taxation (continued)		

	The tax assessed for the period is lower than (2016/17: higher than) the applicable rate of
corporation tax in the UK of 19.17% (2016/17: 20%). The differences are explained as follows:
			
			
Profit before taxation		
	Dividends appropriated to members		
Retained profit before taxation		

2017/18
£’000
978
-		
978

Retained profit before tax multiplied by the applicable
rate of corporation tax in the UK of 19.17% (2016/17: 20%)
187		
Effect of:			
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes		
46		
	Fair value movement		
-		
Adjustment in respect of prior year		
(18)
	Other timing differences		
(64)
Total current taxation		

32
32

151 		

2016/17
£’000
187
187
38
47
97
(39)
47
190
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6 Plant property and equipment
		
		 Plant and 		
Property		 Equipment		
		
£’000		
£’000		

Motor 				
vehicles		
Total
£’000		
£’000

Cost			
27 January 2017
Additions
	Disposals
26 January 2018
Depreciation
27 January 2017
Charge for the year
	Disposals

13,184		

10,001		

98		

340		

-

(41)

10		

23,195

-		

438

(10)

(51)

13,282		

10,300		

-		

23,582

5,418		

8,221		

10		

13,649

259		

580		

-		

839

(10)

-		

(41)

26 January 2018

5,677		

8,760		

-

(51)

Net book value
27 January 2017

7,766		

1,780

-		

9,546

26 January 2018

7,605		

1,540		

-		

9,145

14,437

	Freehold land and buildings include land at a cost of £2.42m (2016: £2.42m) which has not
been depreciated.

2018
2017
7 Inventories		
£’000
			
£’000
	Inventories consist of goods purchased for resale, held as follows:		
	In bond and overseas		
35,945
30,606
	Duty paid		
2,114
2,464
			

38,059

33,070
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8 Trade and other receivables		
2018
2017
			
£’000
£’000
Trade debtors		
726
569
	Deferred tax (note 12)		
336
Corporation tax		
258
	Fair value of foreign exchange contracts		
50
	Other receivables		
118
236
Prepayments and accrued income		
5,200
6,538
			

6,302

7,729

9 Current liabilities		
2018
2017
			
£’000
£’000
Payments received on account from members		
2,487		
2,457
Trade creditors		
6,537		
6,610
	Deferred tax (note 12)		
95		
Corporation tax		
531
	Other taxes and social security		
3,448		
3,378
	Other current liabilities		
137		
132
Accruals and deferred income		
21,845		
16,525
	Fair value of foreign exchange contracts		
			

227

-

34,776

29,633

10 Financial Risk Management
The Society has exposure to a number of financial risks including:
Defined benefit pension scheme (note 13)
	The Society operates a defined benefit pension scheme for the benefit of employees. A full
actuarial valuation of the scheme was carried out as at 31 January 2017 which indicated a
deficit of £8.2m. The next valuation is due as at 31 January 2020. There is a risk that, as a
result of poor market returns and adverse changes in other valuation assumptions that the
scheme deficit will increase. The Society mitigates this risk by agreeing suitable investment
policies with scheme trustees and by managing liquidity risk.
As explained in note 13 the scheme is closed to new entrants and future accruals.
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10 Financial Risk Management (continued)
	Foreign exchange transactional currency exposure
The Society is exposed to currency exchange rate risk as a significant proportion of its
purchases of wine are denominated in non-sterling currencies whereas its operating costs
and receivables are denominated in sterling. This risk is mitigated by entering into derivative
financial instruments (forward contracts) to purchase non sterling currencies.
	
Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that The Society will be unable to generate or borrow sufficient
working capital for its needs. Liquidity risk is managed by short-term and medium-term cash
flow forecasts. The Society regularly considers and maintains minimum cash levels that are
considered to be prudent for the nature and size of its business. The Society has no current
borrowing requirements and therefore has no borrowing facilities.
11 Financial assets and liabilities
The fair values together with the carrying amounts shown in the balance sheet are as follows:
			 2017/18
2016/17
			
£’000
£’000
	Financial assets held at amortised cost
- Cash		
14,652		
14,875
- Trade debtors		
726
569
- Other debtors		
118
236
			

15,496

15,680

	Financial liabilities held at amortised cost
- Payment received on account from members		
- Trade creditors		

2,487		
6,537

2,457
6,610

			

9,024

9,067

-

50

	Financial assets measured at fair value through the profit
and loss account (including derivatives such as foreign
exchange contracts)		
	Financial liabilities measured at fair value through the profit
and loss account (including derivatives such as foreign
exchange contracts)		

(227)

-
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12 Deferred taxation
	Deferred taxation at 17% (2016: 20%) is fully provided in the financial statements as follows:
			
			
Accelerated capital allowances		
Short term timing differences		
	Included in creditors (note 9) / debtors (note 8)		

2018
£’000
18		
77
95

2017
£’000
30
(366)
(336)

	The movement in the provision during the year of £431,000 was debited to the profit and
loss account. In 2016/17 £302,000 was credited to the profit and loss account (see note 5).
13a Pension schemes
Defined contribution scheme
	
Since January 2007, employees have been offered membership of The Society’s stakeholder
pension plan, a defined contribution scheme. During the year The Society paid £568,000
(2016/17: £386,000) into the scheme. There were no outstanding or prepaid contributions at
the balance sheet date.
Defined benefit scheme
	
The Society operates a defined benefit pension scheme for the benefit of employees.
The scheme’s funds are administered by Trustees and are independent of The Society’s
finances. Contributions are paid to the scheme in accordance with the recommendations
of an independent actuarial advisor.
	The Society closed the scheme to future accrual on 30 April 2017 after due consultation with
affected employees. The effect of the closure has been to decrease the value of the scheme
liabilities which is recognised as a credit to profit or loss.
	A full actuarial valuation was carried out as at 31 January 2017 and took into account
the closure of the scheme. It indicated a deficit on the scheme of £8.2m. In light of this,
The Society has agreed to pay deficit contributions of £1.25m per annum, payable by year
end each year from 31 January 2018 to 2024 inclusive. In the year ended 26 January 2018
The Society chose to prepay £1m of the payment due in 2018/2019 taking total payments to
the scheme this year to £2.3m (note 13c).
	In light of this prepayment, the estimated amount of total Society contributions expected to
be paid to the scheme during 2018/19 is £0.25m (2017/18 £2.3m).
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13b The major assumptions used for the actuarial valuation were:
				
2018		
2017		
Pensionable salary growth			
N/A
4.1%		
Pension increases			
- Pre 1997 service			
3.0%
3.0%		
- 1997 to 2005 service			
3.2%
3.4%		
- Post 2005 service			
1.9%		
1.9%		
	Discount rate			
2.4%		
2.8%		
Price inflation (RPI)			
3.4%		
3.6%		
Price inflation (CPI)			
2.4%		
2.5%		
	Life expectancy of male aged 65
at the accounting date			 23.8 years		
24.4 years		
	Life expectancy of male aged 65,
20 years after the accounting date			 25.5 years
26.7 years		

2016
1.6%
3.0%
3.0%
1.8%
3.7%
3.1%
2.3%
24.3 years
26.6 years

	The mortality rates used for life expectancy were 85% of the rates in the S2NA table
published by the Bureau of Continuous Mortality Investigation (CMI). The mortality rates
are projected by each member’s year of birth in line with the CMI 2016 core projection with
a long-term annual improvement of 1.5% p.a. for males and females.
The distribution of scheme assets was:
		
		
2018
2017		
2016
		
		 Fair value 	Fair value		Fair value		
		
		
£’000
£’000		
£’000
19,812
	Diversified growth fund and absolute return funds 22,056
20,283
Corporate bonds
7,468		
6,964
6,371
Gilts		
9,528		
9,274		
7,171
Cash
1,850		
389
27
AVCs
258		
244
246
Total		
41,160
37,154		
33,627
	To ascertain the assumptions for the expected long term rate of return on assets,
The Society considered the current level of expected returns on risk free investments
(primarily Government bonds), the historical level of the risk premium associated with
the other asset classes in which the portfolio is invested and the expectations for future
returns of each asset class.
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13c Pension schemes (continued)
The amount recognised in the balance sheet is as follows:
2018
£’000

			
				

41,160

	Fair value of scheme assets			

2017		
£’000		
37,154		

2016
£’000
33,627

Present value of scheme liabilities			

(43,759)

(43,628)

(32,282)

(6,474)

1,345

(Deficit)/surplus			

(2,599)

Related deferred tax asset/(liability)			

442		

Net (liability)/asset			

(2,157)

1,028
(5,446)

(269)
1,076

	During the year, contributions by The Society of £2.3m (2016/17: £1.07m) were made to the
scheme. The scheme closed to future accrual on 30 April 2017.
Amount charged to Profit and Loss Account:
			
			
Employer’s part of current service cost		
	Other defined benefit pension charges		
Running costs in respect of insuring the death in service
and investment manager fees		
Net interest on net defined benefit asset		
Total charges		

2017/18
£’000
155		
(1,498)
(16)
119		
(1,240)

2016/17
£’000
496
2,345
72
(69)
2,844

Deferred tax on (loss)/gain of defined benefit obligation:
			
			
	Opening deferred tax on (loss)/gain of defined
benefit obligation		
	Pension liability recognised in Other Comprehensive
Income at 17%		
	Effect of rate change from 20% to 17% on the prior year
deferred tax		
Closing deferred tax defined benefit obligation		
	Movement in the year on deferred tax defined
benefit obligation		

38
38

2017/18
£’000
1,067
442
-		

2016/17
£’000
(269)
1,028
39

442

1,067

(625)

1,336
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13c Pension schemes (continued)
Amount recognised in Other Comprehensive Income:
			
			
Amounts recognised in respect of defined benefit obligation
	Deferred tax on defined benefit obligation		
Prior year adjustment		
Total amount recognised		

2017/18
£’000		
313
(625)
15		
(297)

2016/17
£’000
(6,047)
1,336
(4,711)

			
			
Balance sheet (liability)/asset at period start		
Amount recognised in profit or loss		
Amount recognised in other comprehensive income		
Employer’s contributions paid		

2017/18
£’000
(6,474)
1,240		
313
2,322

2016/17
£’000
1,345
(2,844)
(6,047)
1,072

Closing defined benefit liability		

(2,599)

(6,474)

Reconciliation of net balance sheet position:		

13d Changes in the present value of the defined benefit liabilities are as follows:
			 2017/18
			
£’000
	Opening defined benefit liabilities		
43,628
Employer’s part of current service cost		
155		
	Interest cost		
1,199		
Contributions from scheme members		
28
Other defined benefit pension charges		
(1,498)
Actuarial loss		
1,152
Benefits paid		
(905)
Closing defined benefit liabilities		

43,759

2016/17
£’000
32,282
496
1,160
135
2,345
8,248
(1,038)
43,628
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13d Pension schemes (continued)
Changes in the fair value of the scheme assets are as follows:
			
			
	Opening fair value of scheme assets		
	Interest on scheme assets		
Actual return less interest on scheme assets		
Running costs		
Contributions by The Society		
Contributions by scheme members		
Benefits paid		

2017/18
£’000
37,154
1,080		
1,465
16
2,322		
28
(905)

2016/17
£’000
33,627
1,229
2,201
(72)
1,072
135
(1,038)

Closing fair value of scheme assets		

41,160

37,154

	The actual return on the scheme assets over the year was a gain of £2.55m (2016/17: gain of
£3.43m). The amount recognised outside the profit and loss account in the statement of
changes in equity for 2017/18 is a loss of £0.297m (2016/17: loss of £4.711m) after deferred
tax is deducted.
14 Share capital		
2018
2017
			
£’000		
£’000
27 January 2017		
7,766
7,492
Additions		
322		
285
			
Cancellation of shares		

8,088
(12)

7,777
(11)

26 January 2018		

8,076		

7,766

			 Number
Representing

Number

“A” shares of £20 each		
“B” shares of £20 each		

18,326		
385,491		

18,350
369,980

			

403,817		

388,330

	A and B shares carry the same rights and restrictions except that The Society is obliged
under Rule 75 to maintain an A Shareholder’s Reserve of £11,852, which, on a dissolution,
ranks for payment in accordance with Rule 78.
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15 Share premium account		
2018
2017
			
£’000		
£’000
3,749
3,464
27 January 2017		
285
Share premium additions to share capital		
322
26 January 2018		

4,071

3,749

	The premium paid on any issue of shares is carried as a credit to an account called the “Share
Premium Account”. Any or all of the Share Premium Account may be converted to capital
under Rule 76. None of the Share Premium Account may be distributed or returned to any
Member except if The Society is dissolved.
16 Accumulated profit account		
			
27 January 2017		
Cancellation of shares		
			
	Dividends appropriated from the profit and loss account		
26 January 2018		

2018
£’000		
14,743
(33)
14,710
14,710

2017
£’000
14,774
(31)
14,743
14,743

	The Committee may resolve during an accounting year that a sum shall be transferred at the
end of the accounting year from The Society’s net profits (including profits of previous years
retained by The Society) to the Accumulated Profit Account. Any sum so credited must be
apportioned between and credited to The Society’s shares issued at the end of the relevant
accounting year in accordance with Rule 71.
17 Sales discount account		
			
27 January 2017		
Cancellation of shares		
	Discount for the year		
26 January 2018		

2018
£’000		
7,398
(45)
7,353

2017
£’000
7,440
(42)
7,398

	The Committee may resolve during an accounting year that a sum, which is a percentage of
the total value of each member‘s transactions during that accounting year, shall be transferred
at the end of the accounting year from The Society’s net profits (including profits of previous
years retained by The Society) to the Sales Discount Account. Any sum so credited must be
credited to The Society’s shares issued at the end of the relevant accounting year in
proportion to the total value of each member’s transactions during the relevant accounting
year in accordance with Rule 73.
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18 Profit and loss account		
			
27 January 2017		
Actuarial loss recognised (net of deferred taxation)		
Profit/(loss) after taxation		
	Dividends appropriated in the year		
26 January 2018 		

2018
£’000		
(3,527)
(297)
827
(2,997)

2017
£’000
1,187
(4,711)
(3)
(3,527)

	Net profits for any accounting year, after any amounts credited to the Accumulated Profit
Account and/or the Sales Discount Account, are credited to the profit and loss account as
provided by Rule 70.
19 Operating leases
	During the year, The Society paid £0.17m (2016/17: £0.18m) in respect of operating leases, all
of which related to motor vehicles and office equipment.
At 26 January 2018, The Society non-cancellable operating leases as follows which expire:
			 2017/18
		
Motor 		
			 vehicles 		
			 and office
			equipment		
			
£’000		
Within one year		
108		
Between one and five years		
135		
More than five years		
			

42

243		

2016/17
Motor
vehicles 		
and office
equipment
£’000
165
96
261
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STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE’S
RESPONSIBILITIES
For the year ended 26 January 2018
The Committee is required by the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014, to
prepare financial statements for each financial year which give a true and fair view of the state of
affairs of The Society and of the profit or loss of The Society for that period. In preparing those
financial statements, it is the responsibility of the Committee to:
n

Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;

n

Make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;

n

S tate whether applicable UK Accounting Standards have been followed, subject to any
material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and

n

 repare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to
P
presume that The Society will continue in business.

The Committee is responsible for keeping adequate accounting records that are sufficient to show
and explain The Society’s transactions and disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the
financial position of The Society and enable it to ensure that the financial statements comply with
the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014. It is also responsible for
safeguarding the assets of The Society and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention
and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
In so far as the Committee is aware:
n

There is no relevant audit information of which The Society’s auditor is unaware; and

n

 he Committee has taken all steps that it ought to have taken as Committee Members to
T
make itself aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the auditor is aware
of that information.
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION CO-OPERATIVE WINE SOCIETY
LIMITED
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of The International Exhibition Co-operative Wine
Society Limited (“The Society”) for the year ended 26 January 2018 which comprise the Profit and
Loss account, the Balance Sheet, the Statement of Changes in Equity, the Cash Flow statement
and the notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and
United Kingdom Accounting Standards including Financial Reporting Standard 102; The Financial
Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice).
In our opinion the financial statements:
n

g ives a true and fair view of the state of The Society’s affairs as at 26 January 2018 and of its
profit for the year then ended;

n

h ave been properly prepared in accordance with the Co-operative and Community Benefit
Societies Act 2014.

Basis for opinion
We have been appointed as auditor under the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies
Act 2014 and report in accordance with regulations made under that Act. We conducted our
audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and applicable law.
Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities
for the audit of the financial statements section of our report. We are independent of The Society
in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial
statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we
have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Who we are reporting to
This report is made solely to The Society’s members, as a body, in accordance with regulations
made under Section 87 of the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014. Our audit
work has been undertaken so that we might state to The Society’s members those matters we are
required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than The Society
and The Society’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we
have formed.
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Conclusions relating to going concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs (UK)
require us to report to you where:
n

t he Committee’s use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the
financial statements is not appropriate; or

n

t he Committee has not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material
uncertainties that may cast significant doubt about The Society’s ability to continue to adopt
the going concern basis of accounting for a period of at least twelve months from the date
when the financial statements are authorised for issue.

Other information
The Committee is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
information included in the Annual Review, set out on pages 1 to 20 and 47 to 49 other than the
financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. Our opinion on the financial statements
does not cover the other information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our
report, we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon. In connection with our audit
of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so,
consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or
our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify
such material inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine
whether there is a material misstatement in the financial statements or a material misstatement of
the other information. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a
material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.
Matters on which we are required to report by exception
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters where the Co-operative and
Community Benefit Societies Act 2014 requires us to report to you if, in our opinion:
n

a satisfactory system of control over transactions has not been maintained; or

n

The Society has not kept proper accounting records; or

n

the financial statements are not in agreement with the books of account; or

n

we have not received all the information and explanations we need for our audit.

Responsibilities of the Committee for the financial statements
As explained more fully in the Statement of Committee’s Responsibilities set out on page 43, the
Committee is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied
that they give a true and fair view, and for such internal control as the Committee determines is
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
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In preparing the financial statements, the Committee is responsible for assessing The Society’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern
and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Committee either intend to liquidate
The Society or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an
auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but
is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken
on the basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located
on the Financial Reporting Council’s website at: www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities.
This description forms part of our auditor’s report.
Grant Thornton UK LLP
Statutory Auditor, Chartered Accountants
Milton Keynes
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ACCUMULATED PROFIT ACCOUNT
The following table shows the amounts of Accumulated Profits to the credit of members,
according to their share numbers, as at 26 January 2018. Profits are distributed on the combined
value of each share and its relative accumulated profit. Such aggregate values are payable only on
the decease of a member.
Years to
December
1874-82
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901

1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912

shares
issued

£

1-1050
1051-1090
1091-1141
1142-1176
1177-1203
1204-1221
1222-1234
1235-1260
1261-1283
1284-1313
1314-1332
1333-1350
1351-1374
1375-1402
1403-1454
1455-1498
1499-1554
1555-1613
1614-1694
1695-1732
1733-1784
1785-1826
1827-1860
1861-1882
1883-1911
1912-1944
1945-1984
1985-2024
2025-2059
2060-2105
2106-2140
2141-2197
2198-2282
2283-2336
2337-2378
2379-2425
2426-2471
2472-2517

1875.59
440.44
428.85
420.67
408.55
406.79
404.94
402.59
395.03
391.53
387.35
383.43
380.37
375.43
372.79
369.87
347.11
344.95
341.59
338.02
335.20
333.03
330.04
325.49
322.74
317.82
308.47
306.46
301.77
299.70
297.95
294.34
291.86
289.49
284.96
282.01
281.05
277.50

2518-2617
2618-2703
2704-2783
2784-2866
2867-2947
2948-3022
3023-3096
3097-3194
3195-3317
3318-3450

274.55
267.53
263.84
260.69
259.51
256.74
255.52
253.70
251.62
250.46

Years
to
January
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1946
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

shares
issued

£

3451-3580
3581-3689
3690-3805
3806-3875
3876-3987
3988-4077
4078-4114
4115-4197
4198-4399
4400-4997
4998-5252
5253-5564
5565-5860
5861-6230
6231-6666
6667-7188
7189-7712
7713-8303
8304-8907
8908-9488
9489-10311
10312-10807
10808-11659
11660-12634
12635-13808
13809-15149
15150-16551
16552-17480
17481-17995
17996-18055
18056-18059
18060
18061-18081
18082-20881
20882-23954
23955-26972
26973-27901
27902-28503
28504-29127
29128-29874
29875-30676
30677-31510
31511-32180
32181-32999
33000-33975
33976-35183
35184-36367
36368-37906
37907-39443
39444-40923
40924-42234

244.59
238.24
231.06
228.03
225.04
220.07
215.46
211.19
206.93
203.18
199.29
197.81
194.13
190.72
187.50
184.57
181.68
178.56
175.94
173.48
170.85
168.85
166.64
164.50
162.63
160.73
158.98
157.05
155.55
155.55
154.21
148.20
144.89
143.71
143.44
142.87
141.89
139.63
134.92
132.31
130.57
129.42
125.20
117.82
111.90
107.05
102.19
99.39
96.78
94.19
94.19

Years
to
January
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

shares
issued

£

42235-43765
43766-45560
45561-47675
47676-49068
49069-50716
50717-53016
53017-54779
54780-56495
56496-57960
57961-64160
64161-69632
69633-75075
75076-79820
79821-83605
83606-89386
89387-94154
94155-98759
98760-106279
106280-112690
112691-116698
116699-120997
120998-128252
128253-135454
135455-143358
143359-151797
151798-159300
159301-167394
167395-175220
175221-182893
182894-191950
191951-201150
201151-212344
212345-223503
223504-230168
230169-236802
236803-244154
244155-252150
252151-260127
260128-269960
269961-281672
281673-292724
292725-304005
304006-314303
314304-326075
326076-339344
339345-353006
353007-368230
368231-382677
382678-397654
397655-411916
411917-428000

94.19
94.19
93.07
91.60
89.50
87.16
86.65
76.27
74.79
74.79
73.21
70.43
69.08
67.74
65.39
63.12
60.88
58.89
56.92
55.06
51.51
48.11
44.89
41.76
38.85
36.06
33.37
30.82
29.84
28.91
24.06
21.94
21.94
19.57
18.05
15.25
14.91
14.56
14.23
14.23
14.23
11.40
09.09
04.04
02.69
02.24
00.60
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00

Under the provisions of section 887 of the Income Tax Act, 2007, the above amounts are subject to deduction of income
tax if they are payable to a person whose usual place of abode is not within the United Kingdom.
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GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

The Society’s Committee†
Alan Black 

Sarah Evans

I spent my career in an international
law firm. The Society is the most
wonderful institution; there is no
better place from which to buy wines.
Serving on the Committee is both a
privilege and extremely enjoyable.

I bring expertise in accounting and
governance and my job is to lead the
Committee. I love that, as a mutual,
we focus on members ahead of profit.
My wine tastes are broad and my cellar
is full of wines from the Rhône,
Burgundy and the USA.

Ken Brown* 
I have over 30 years experience in
investment banking and accountancy,
and board experience in e-commerce.
I am passionate about the quality of
wines our buyers select and the
uniqueness of our proposition in the
market, as a member-owned
mutual, not driven by profit.

Michael Findlay* 

Paula Carter

Thomas Foster* 

I have been an enthusiastic and
active member of The Wine Society
for 26 years, exploring wines from
all around the world at tastings and
by buying from the regular mailings.
Now an elected member of the
Committee, I bring expertise in
digital channels, governance and
engaging with young audiences.

My background is in building and
running consumer businesses at BT and
the RAC, experience which I hope will
help The Society as it looks to acquire
a new generation of members. I love
wine for its great variety and I continue
to learn and experiment; where better
to do that than The Society, the best
source of high-quality, great-value
wines you can find.

Katherine Douglas
As a headteacher, with a
background in school improvement
and technology, I bring a range of
experience and insight in the areas
of organisational development,
governance and member
engagement. I am an enthusiastic
explorer of the breadth and
diversity of The Society’s offer.
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†

As at the end of the financial year 26 January 2018

I have over 28 years’ experience in
advising companies on strategy,
financing and corporate governance.
A member of The Wine Society since
my early 20s, I am passionate about its
values and the wide range of good and
affordable wines.

Guy de Froment
I bring expertise in general
management and finance; my aim is to
ensure that The Wine Society is as
relevant to its members in the future
as it has been for over a century.

Ricard Giner-Sariola
I have 20 years’ experience of
international marketing with an
emphasis on digital, primarily in
education. Digital is vital to The
Society’s future. Quality, value and
mutuality are my favourite Society
strengths. All good wine interests me,
but I love Priorat, Rioja, Barolo, Rhône
and Burgundy.

GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

Robin McMillan* 


I have over 30 years’ experience in
the wine trade, lead the Executive
Team and 200+ employees in
Stevenage and am an avid believer in
developing people as it is they and
our unique mutual model that make
the real difference to members.

Mike Thompson 
As a classically trained marketeer
I’m passionate about differentiation
and the inherent strengths we have
in our values as a mutual. I continue
to learn about wine and I’m currently
enthusing about the wines of Spain,
and re-discovering the Rhône.

Tim Wright 



I have worked for over 35 years
in retail and finance. My specialism
is in human resources and I also
have experience in corporate
governance, pensions, finance,
property and marketing. I have a
longstanding love affair with the
Roussillon area, its Catalan culture
and, of course, its wines.

Key to subcommittee membership

EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT
Robin McMillan
Chief Executive
Liz Cerroti
Service and the Member Experience
Belinda Spies
Finance
Tim Grist
Operations
Pierre Mansour
Buying
Matthew Kirk
Marketing
David Marsh
Information Systems
Ian Adams
Pensions Manager & Company Secretary

AGM
The Society’s 144th AGM will be held at
The Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre,
Broad Sanctuary, Westminster, London
SW1P 3EE on Monday 11th June 2018
at 5.30pm.

Appointments & Remuneration
Risk & Compliance
Finance
Marketing
Chair of subcommittee
* Co-opted member

For more information on our
governance and management, see
thewinesociety.com/governance
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Cover image:
Cellar assistant Randall
taking samples from the
2016 vintage in barrel,
ready for blending at
Vilafonté in Paarl, South
Africa. Here he is proudly
wearing our Passion
Before Profit t-shirt!
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